Automotive
Recycling
Around the
Globe

“Reuse then Recycle”
Sandy Blalock, Executive Director, ARA

For over 78 years, the Automotive Recyclers Association (ARA) has
represented professional automotive recyclers, a vibrant and thriving part of the
automotive supply chain. ARA's mission is to advance the automotive recycling
industry and promote its beneficial effects on society. ARA and its members
are dedicated to the efficient removal and re-utilization of Recycled Original
Equipment™ – which are genuine recycled original equipment™ manufactured
(OEM) automotive parts – and the safe disposal of inoperable motor vehicles.
Automotive recyclers process over 12 million vehicles per year, making automobiles
the most recycled item in the U.S. The automotive recycling industry is the
16th largest in the U.S., valued at an estimated $32 billion dollars
annually. Automotive recycling businesses employ over 140,000 people at more than
9,000 locations around the country.

REUSE = Purest Form of Recycling
Increasing recycling removes harmful products and materials from landfills
Conserves natural resources
Increases economic security by tapping a domestic source of materials
Prevents pollution
Saves energy
Reduces impact on climate change
Reduces risks in our industry
Good for the environment and our planet
Job Creation

Auto Recycling will Continue to Evolve as
Needed
Auto recycling has been around, as long as, the automobile itself and just like the automobile
we have evolved and changed to adapt to the needs of our customers and our communities.
Internal combustion engines (ICE) and transmissions whether automatic or standard are our
industry’s top two profit sources
There will be a huge shift into a new market for auto recyclers with the advanced technology
of electric and self-driving vehicles

Motor Vehicles are the most
recycled consumer product in
the world today and we as an
industry need to adopt quality
standards consistent with
customer expectations

Why Choose Recycled Auto Parts?
Value
Automotive recyclers supply retail and wholesale customers
with quality auto parts that cost 20 percent to 80 percent less
than comparable new automobile parts.
Quality
Professional auto recyclers use robust quality control
procedures to reclaim and sell only those parts that are in
good condition and meet industry standards. Reputable auto
recyclers guarantee their parts with warranties, too.
Environment
Automobiles are among the most recycled products in the
world. By choosing recycled auto parts, you help preserve
natural resources, reduce air and water pollution and divert
material from landfills.
Simplicity
If you want to start using recycled parts for repairs on your
own vehicle, just ask your mechanic or repair shop. They’ll
find the right part for your vehicle through a network of
professional auto recyclers.

• Recyclers understand the importance of
•
•
•

maintaining a safe environment for their
employees.
Safety is important to the employee as well as
helping the employer to maintain cost of
insurance, workers comp etc.
Keeping a clean and safe work environment
increases productivity which in turn benefits
the customer.
Recyclers are requiring that employees wear
PPE (personal protection equipment) in the
production areas to prevent recordable injury
incidences.

Automotive Recyclers
are the primary source
of parts to the
automotive rebuilding
and remanufacturing
industry

•A product's entire
life cycle from
materials extraction
to end-of-life
management we can
and must find new
opportunities to
reduce
environmental
impacts, conserve
resources, and
reduce costs

Technology

Recyclers are
focused now
more than
ever on
adopting
practices that
enable
customers to
have
electronic
access to their
inventory.

Large
consolidators
and
independent
recyclers have
combined
inventories to
provide better
fill rates.

Recyclers are
expanding
technology to
allow the
customer live
access to their
inventory.
This seamless
integration
reduces
friction,
improves cycle
times and
fulfillment
while
expediting the
estimating
process.

Software
providers
whose sole
focus is
alternative
parts
utilization are
becoming
more
innovative in
their research
and
development
of seamless
part searches
and
procurement
management
systems.

Software
providers will
continue to
develop
applications
necessary to
integrate with
proprietary
applications of
other
companies to
provide their
customers
with an
efficient and
seamless
process for
procuring all
part types.

Intelligent
part
procurement
tools will
enhance the
opportunities
available for
all parts
suppliers in
the marketplace, increase
the efficiency
of parts
procurement,
reduce return
rates and
create reports
to measure
key
performance
indicators
related to the
repair process.

Allows for
sourcing small
parts with no
interchange
that have high
OEM costs.

Opportunities
•

Increased development of applications for sourcing and procuring recycled parts creates concerns for
recyclers. Multiple applications may require additional monitoring which will require the recycler to stretch
their resources.

•

Complete industry standardization in the use of damage codes and parts descriptions

•

Ecommerce applications tied to current estimate applications may enhance the ability of the recyclers to
obtain accurate demand data. This information flowing into the inventory management systems will create
a more dynamic process in determining salvage vehicle purchasing needs, parts inventoried, pricing
guidelines and fill rates.

•

Recycling Associations need to continue to work together to create needed training programs and
certification processes.

•

Joint efforts in this regard will lead to enhanced standards, improved processes and superior customer
service.

Networking
Recyclers involved in industry
associations, committees, trade
shows and other arenas to better
relate to the collision industry.

Recyclers are becoming more
proactive in communicating with
their customers by participating
in industry committees and
panels.

Through recycling industry
associations, shared inventory
capabilities, joint quality control
initiatives and supply chain
management; recyclers are
working together to create best
practices.

They help educate customers on
the technological advances in the
recycling industry.

This will allow them to sell more
parts and improve the image of
the industry.

Effective quality control helps to minimize credits and returns.

The parts are cleaned properly packaged and staged for
shipment/delivery to the customer.

Quality
Control

Quality control personnel confirm the correct part was removed and
quality matches description in inventory
Recyclers have created assembly descriptions to ensure consistency
between the customer, the parts specialist, the parts puller and the
delivery driver regarding which components are included to improve
order accuracy and reduce supplements.
ARA Standard Cut Sheets – A printed diagram of a vehicle (coupe,
sedan, mini-van etc.) is used to denote the cut line for the part so the
customer is confident the part will arrive as needed. This is also
important due to the new high strength steels in vehicles.
The vehicle identification number (VIN) is associated with the part to
ensure the accuracy of the part selected and sold to the customer.

• Always maintain a safe working environment (Use
correct PPE)

• Properly remove refrigerant, fluids, batteries, mercury
switches etc. and store properly

• Visually inspect all parts noting any evidence of damage,
previous refinishing or repairs – testing of some parts
may be necessary

Dismantling

• Make sure to identify parts as ROE or Aftermarket
• Confirm accuracy of part descriptions (based on ARA
standards)

• Tag and mark parts by stock number and/or VIN
number for easy reference and identification

• Confirm the accuracy of the interchange or fitment
• Identify all parts being cored at time of dismantling

Recyclers Must Stand Behind Their Products
Warranties help our industry compete with the New Parts Market
• Many recyclers provide a limited lifetime corrosion guarantee on all sheet metal parts.
• Many recyclers warranty the mechanical components of sheet metal assemblies such as a regulators, lock
actuators and the latch mechanism in a door.

• Market demands have driven mechanical warranties to increase often at a baseline of one-year parts and labor
• Warranties up to and including a limited lifetime warranty are available for mechanical parts and may include
coverage for reasonable labor costs

Big Gaps in Information and Resources
ARA is highly engaged and has made it one of our highest priorities to address any gaps in
information resources and training for our members and the auto recycling industry. We know that
training and resource materials will need to be dynamic to address the rapid pace of change in the
EV marketplace.
Auto recyclers will continue to play a strategic role in the end-of-life vehicle processing and hope
that we be considered a strategic partner to assure electric vehicles like their predecessors the
internal combustion engine powered vehicles continue to be processed at end of road life by those
most qualified to do so - the professional automotive recycling industry.

•Shifting Paradigm of Automotive
Recycling

•Professional automotive recyclers are
experiencing rapid shifts on an allencompassing level, from business
model, data integrity, acquiring
inventory, customer expectations and
more. The industry’s response to these
challenges are determining its future

Training
•

Everyone benefits when recyclers employ
professional individuals with enhanced
knowledge of the recycled parts industry,
and the repair process. Appropriate
computer skills are necessary as well as the
ability of the individual to build strong
ethical relationships with customers.

•

To stay current with the ever-evolving
industry, year-round training in all
departments is necessary.

The automotive recycling industry has become
more complex as vehicles become more advanced.
As a result, the demand for training that increases
safety, efficiency, and profitability has become a
vital need.
ARAU meets this demand with online training and
certification programs developed & taught by top
industry professionals to meet the needs of today’s
professional automotive recyclers

The Future is
Relying on Us to
Make the Right
Decisions NOW!

Hope to See Many of You in Person at ARA Convention

Together We Succeed

Questions?
Automotive Recyclers Association
9113 Church Street
Manassas, VA 20110
1-571-208-0428
Sandy@a-r-a.org

